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Abstract
We present a unified mathematical framework for analyzing the tradeoffs between
parallelism and storage allocation within a parallelizing compiler. Using this framework, we show how to find a good storage mapping for a given schedule, a good
schedule for a given storage mapping, and a good storage mapping that is valid for
all legal schedules. We consider storage mappings that collapse one dimension of a
multi-dimensional array, and programs that are in a single assignment form with a
one-dimensional affine schedule. Our method combines affine scheduling techniques
with occupancy vector analysis and incorporates general affine dependences across
statements and loop nests. We formulate the constraints imposed by the data dependences and storage mappings as a set of linear inequalities, and apply numerical
programming techniques to solve for the shortest occupancy vector. We consider our
method to be a first step towards automating a procedure that finds the optimal
tradeoff between parallelism and storage space.
Thesis Supervisor: Saman Amarasinghe
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction1
It remains an important and relevant problem in computer science to automatically
find an efficient mapping of a sequential program onto a parallel architecture. Though
there are many heuristic algorithms in practical systems and partial or suboptimal
solutions in the literature, a theoretical framework that can fully describe the entire
problem and find the optimal solution is still lacking. The difficulty stems from the
fact that multiple inter-related costs and constraints must be considered simultaneously to obtain an efficient executable.
While exploiting the parallelism of a program is an important step towards achieving efficiency, gains in parallelism are often overwhelmed by other costs relating to
data locality, synchronization, and communication. In particular, with the widening
gap between clock speed and memory latency, and with modern memory systems
becoming increasingly hierarchical, one can often achieve drastic performance improvements by decreasing the amount of storage space that is required by a program.
However, storage optimization has a drawback: it can impose constraints on the
order in which instructions can execute, thereby limiting the parallelism of the original program. Striking the right balance between storage space and parallelism is an
important unsolved problem in the compilers community.

1
For the current status of this project, please visit http://compiler.lcs.mit.edu/aov. Also,
a condensed version of this work can be found in [24].
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for i = 1 to n
for j = 1 to n
A[j] = f(A[j], A[j-2])

j

Figure 1-1: Original code.

Figure 1-2: Original data space.

i

init A[0][j]
for i = 1 to n
for j = 1 to n
A[i][j] = f(A[i-1][j],
A[i][j-2])

j

Figure 1-3: Code following
array expansion.

1.1

Figure 1-4: Data space after array
expansion. The dotted lines indicate
elements that can now be written in
parallel.

Motivating Example

We illustrate the tradeoff between parallelism and storage space by means of an
example. Figure 1-1 shows a simple loop nest that performs a successive relaxation
on the elements of array A. The j loop adjusts each element A[j] as some function
of A[j] and A[j − 2], while the i loop repeats this update process for a total of n
iterations. Figure 1-2 shows the data space of A–that is, the layout of the array
elements in memory (for the case when n = 5). The arrows denote dependences
between elements of the array; on each iteration of i, the data stored at the base of
an arrow is used to update the element at the arrow’s tip. Given this data layout, it
is natural to execute the loop sequentially, in which case it will require 25 time steps
(or O(n2 ) in the general case) to complete the program.
However, one can improve the execution time of this program by performing a
transformation known as array expansion [5]. Array expansion allocates extra dimensions for a given array, usually to match the number of enclosing loops in the
program. Figure 1-3 illustrates our example after A has been expanded across the i
8

loop; as is evident from the figure, the transformation adjusts the index expressions
of A so as to preserve the semantics of the original program. Feautrier developed
a general technique [5] that expands arrays to the dimensionality of their enclosing
loop nest and applies to any program with static control flow (see Chapter 2).
The benefit of array expansion is that it can eliminate “false dependences” in the
original program. Here a brief review of terminology is in order. A true dependence
(read after write) denotes the actual flow of data in a program; an anti dependence
(write after read) refers to a write operation that must wait for a true dependence to
be satisfied before it can overwrite a given value; and an output dependence (write
after write) denotes an ordering of write operations that must be preserved so that the
final value is correct upon exiting the program. Often, anti- and output-dependences
are termed “false dependences” because they are consequences of the storage mapping
rather than a fundamental aspect of the algorithm.
In the example above, there is a true dependence of iteration (i, j) on iteration
(i, j − 2) because the array element A[j − 2] is used to update the array element
A[j]. As the program is written in Figure 1-1, there is also an anti-dependence from
iteration (i, j) to iteration (i + 1, j − 2) because the value A[j − 2] must be read on
iteration i before it is overwritten on iteration i + 1. However, this anti-dependence is
eliminated by array expansion, as each iteration in the transformed code (Figure 1-3)
writes to a distinct memory location, and there is no overwriting of values.
The absence of anti-dependences in the transformed code allows us to execute the
loop in a parallel schedule that would have been illegal in the original version. As
illustrated in Figure 1-4, this schedule writes to all the diagonals of A in parallel, and
√
completes the entire loop in just 9 time steps (or 2n in the general case). If we
had executed this schedule with the original data layout, then the overwriting would
cause iteration (i, j) to read the value written by (i + 1, j − 2) instead of (i, j − 2)–the
anti-dependence would have been violated.
Thus, it is for the purpose of exposing parallelism that many compilers expand
arrays in their internal representation of programs [10, 1]. However, expansion comes
at a cost, as well, since larger data structures can ruin performance if they cause an
9

overflow of the register set, cache, or DRAM. Ideally, one would like to consider all
possible storage mappings and instruction schedules and to choose the combination
that results in the optimal execution time. However, doing so is too complex to be
practical–there are too many combinations to enumerate, and it is difficult to gauge
the efficiency of each one.
Here we arrive at a classical phase ordering problem in compilers. Since it is too
complicated to optimize storage and parallelism at the same time, there must be some
sequence of phases that optimizes each, in turn. However, if we first optimize for storage space, then we restrict the range of legal schedules that can be considered by the
parallelizer. Alternately, first optimizing for parallelism will restrict the set of storage
mappings that we can consider later. What is needed is an efficient framework that
can consider both storage optimization and schedule optimization at the same time.
In the following section, we consider the abstract questions that one might expect
such a framework to address. We then go on to restrict these questions to a practical
domain, and to develop a mathematical framework for solving them efficiently.

1.2

Abstract Problem

We now consider a more abstract description of the scheduling problems faced by
a parallelizing compiler. We start with a directed acyclic graph G = (V, E). Each
vertex v ∈ V represents a dynamic instance of an instruction; a value will be produced
as a result of executing v. Each edge (v1 , v2 ) ∈ E represents a dependence of v2 on
the value produced by v1 . Thus, each edge (v1 , v2 ) imposes the schedule constraint
that v1 be executed before v2 , and the storage constraint that the value produced by
v1 be stored until the execution time of v2 .
Our task is to output (Θ, m), where Θ is a function mapping each operation v ∈ V
to its execution time, and m is the maximum number of values that we need to store
at a given time. Parallelism is expressed implicitly by assigning the same execution
time to multiple operations. To simplify the problem, we ignore the question of how
the values are mapped to storage cells and assume that live values are stored in a
10

fully associative map of size m. How, then, might we go about choosing Θ and m?

1.2.1

Choosing a Store Given a Schedule

The first problem is to find the optimal storage mapping for a given schedule. That
is, we are given Θ and choose m such that 1) (Θ, m) respects the storage constraints,
and 2) m is as small as possible.
This problem is orthogonal to the traditional loop parallelization problem. After
selecting the instruction schedule by any of the existing techniques, we are interested
in identifying the best storage allocation. That is, with schedule-specific storage optimization we can build upon the performance gains of any one of the many scheduling
techniques available to the parallelizing compiler.

1.2.2

Choosing a Schedule Given a Store

The second problem is to find an optimal schedule for a given size of the store, if
any valid schedule exists. That is, we are given m and choose Θ such that 1) (Θ, m)
respects the schedule and storage constraints, and 2) Θ assigns the earliest possible
execution time to each instruction. Note that if m is too small, there might not exist
a Θ that respects the constraints.
This is a very relevant problem in practice because of the stepwise, non-linear effect
of storage size on execution time. For example, when the storage required cannot be
accommodated within the register file or the cache, and has to resort to the cache or
the external DRAM, respectively, the cost of storage increases dramatically. Further,
since there are only a few discrete storage spaces in the memory hierarchy, and their
size is known for a given architecture, the compiler can adopt the strategy of trying to
restrict the store to successively smaller spaces until no valid schedule exists. Once the
storage is at the lowest possible level, the schedule could then be shortened, having a
more continuous and linear effect on efficiency than the storage optimization. In the
end, we end up with a near-optimal storage allocation and instruction schedule.
11

1.2.3

Choosing a Store for all Schedules

The final problem is to find the optimal storage mapping that is valid for all legal
schedules. That is, we are given a (possibly infinite) set Ψ = {Θ1 , Θ2 , . . . }, where each
Θ in Ψ respects the schedule constraints. We choose m such that 1) ∀Θ ∈ Ψ, (Θ, m)
respects the storage constraints, and 2) m is as small as possible.
A solution to this problem allows us to have the minimum storage requirements
without sacrificing any flexibility of our scheduling. For instance, we could first apply
our storage mapping, and then arrange the schedule to optimize for data locality,
synchronization, or communication, without worrying about violating the storage
constraints.
Such flexibility could be critical if, for example, we want to apply loop tiling [11]
in conjunction with storage optimization. If we optimize storage too much, tiling
could become illegal; however, we sacrifice efficiency if we don’t optimize storage at
all. Thus, we optimize storage as much as we can without invalidating a schedule
that was valid under the original storage mapping.
More generally, if our analysis indicates that certain schedules are undesirable
by any measure, we could add edges to the dependence graph and solve again for
the smallest m sufficient for all the remaining candidate schedules. In this way, m
provides the best storage option that is legal across the entire set of schedules under
consideration.

1.3

Approach

Unfortunately, the domain of real programs does not lend itself to the simple DAG
representation as presented above. Primarily, loop bounds in programs are often specified by symbolic expressions instead of constants, thereby yielding a parameterized
and infinite dependence graph. Furthermore, even when the constants are known,
the problem sizes are too large for schedule and storage analysis on a DAG, and the
executable grows to an infeasible size if a static instruction is generated for every
node in the DAG.
12

Accordingly, we make two sets of simplifying assumptions to make our analysis
tractable. The first concerns the nature of the dependence graph G and the scheduling
function Θ. Instead of allowing arbitrary edge relationships and execution orderings,
we restrict our attention to affine dependences and affine schedules [7]. The second
assumption concerns our approach to the optimized storage mapping. Instead of
allowing a fully associative map of size m, as above, we employ the occupancy vector as
a mechanism of storage reuse [23]. Chapter 2 contains more background information
on affine schedules and occupancy vectors.
In this context, we show how to determine 1) a good storage mapping for a given
schedule, 2) a good schedule for a given storage mapping, and 3) a good storage
mapping that is valid for all legal schedules. We consider storage mappings that
collapse one dimension of a multi-dimensional array, and programs that are in a single
assignment form with a one-dimensional affine schedule. Our technique incorporates
general affine dependences across statements and loop nests, making it applicable to
several scientific applications. Our method is precise and practical in that it reduces
to an integer linear program that can be solved with standard techniques.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we review the mathematical background that forms the basis for our technique. Chapter 3 formulates
our method abstractly, and Chapter 4 illustrates our method with examples. Experiments are described in Chapter 5, related work in Chapter 6, and we conclude in
Section 7.

13
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we present background material that is needed to understand our
technique. In Section 2.1 we discuss the occupancy vector as a means of collapsing
storage requirements, in Section 2.2 we review the polyhedral model for representing
programs, and in Section 2.3 we discuss Feautrier’s approach to the affine scheduling
problem. Those who are already familiar with occupancy vectors, the polyhedral
model, and affine scheduling can skip most of this chapter, but might want to review
our notation in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.3.1.

2.1

Occupancy Vectors

To arrive at a simple model of storage reuse, we borrow the notion of an occupancy vector from Strout et al. [23]. The strategy is to reduce storage requirements by defining
equivalence classes over the locations of an array. Following a storage transformation,
all members of a given equivalence class in the original array will be mapped to the
same location in the new array. The equivalence relation is:
R~v = {(~l1 , ~l2 ) | ∃k ∈ Z s.t. ~l1 = ~l2 + k · ~v }
and we refer to ~v as the occupancy vector. We say that A0 is the result of transforming
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A[][] = new int[n][m]
...
for j = 1 to m
for i = 1 to n
A[i][j] = f(A[i-2][j-1], A[i][j-1], A[i+1][j-1])

Figure 2-1: Original code for Example 1.

A[] = new int[n]
...
for j = 1 to m
for ALL i = 1 to n
A[i] = f(A[i-2], A[i], A[i+1])

Figure 2-2: Transformed code for Exam-

Figure 2-3: Iteration space diagram for Example 1. Given the schedule where each row
is executed in parallel, the shortest valid occupancy vector is (0, 1).

ple 1 for an occupancy vector of (0, 1).

A under the occupancy vector ~v if, for all pairs of locations (~l1 , ~l2 ) in A:
R~v (~l1 , ~l2 ) ⇐⇒ ~l1 and ~l2 are stored in same location in A0
We say that an occupancy vector ~v is valid for an array A with respect to a given
schedule Θ if transforming A under ~v everywhere in the program does not change the
semantics when the program is executed according to Θ.
Given an occupancy vector, we implement the storage transformation using the
technique of [23] in which the original data space is projected onto the hyperplane
perpendicular to the occupancy vector, and modulation is further used to distinguish
colliding points. For example, consider the example code given in Figure 2-1, which
we borrow from [23]. Consider the schedule where all the rows of the program are
executed in parallel. The shortest valid occupancy vector for this schedule is (1, 0),
as depicted in Figure 2-3. (This calculation assumes that the underlying architecture
provides support so that an element can be read and then written to during the
same clock cycle; otherwise the shortest valid occupancy vector would be (0, 2).) To
generate code for the collapsed storage mapping, we identify (1, 0) as the hyperplane
16

A[] = new
...
for j = 1
for i =
A[2*i

int[2*n]
to m
1 to n
+ (j mod 2)] = f(A[2*(i-2) + ((j-1) mod 2)],
A[2*i + ((j-1) mod 2)],
A[2*(i+1) + ((j-1) mod 2)])

Figure 2-4: Transformed code for Example 1 for an occupancy vector of (0, 2).
perpendicular to the occupancy vector, and project each array reference (i, j) using
the scalar product: (i, j) · (1, 0) = i. In this case, replacing each array reference (i, j)
with i yields the transformed code, as shown in Figure 2-2.
The transformation needs one extra step in cases where the occupancy vector
intersects multiple integral points of the iteration domain. For example, consider
the occupancy vector of (0, 2), which is also valid for the schedule described above.
Following the projection as before, we identify the perpendicular hyperplane of (2, 0)
and obtain an index expression of (i, j)·(2, 0) = 2i. However, this expression coalesces
some elements that should actually be in different equivalence classes according to the
occupancy vector–for example, the points (0, 1) and (0, 2). This occurs because the
occupancy vector is non-primal –that is, the GCD of its coordinates is not a prime
number, and thus there are multiple integral points of the iteration domain that
lie along its path. In order to distinguish between these points, we need to add a
“modulation term” to the index expression that returns a unique value for each point
along the path. In this case, such an expression is (j mod 2), and we arrive at the
complete index transformation of 2i + (j mod 2), as shown in Figure 2-4.
Occupancy vector transformations are useful for reducing storage requirements
when many of the values stored in the array are temporary. Generally, shorter occupancy vectors lead to smaller storage requirements because more elements of the
original array are coalesced into the same storage location. However, the shape of
the array also has the potential to influence the transformed storage requirements.
Throughout this paper, we assume that the shapes of arrays have second-order effects
on storage requirements, and we refer to the “best” occupancy vector as that which
is the shortest.
17

2.2

The Polyhedral Model

A fundamental difficulty in constructing optimized schedules for real scientific programs is that some of the program parameters are unknown at compile time. For
example, the code in Figure 2-1 has symbolic loop bounds m and n which might
be unknown to the compiler. Moreover, even if they were known, they might be too
large for the compiler to emit an explicit execution time for each iteration of the loop.
Consequently, it is imperative that the scheduler consider programs not as a static list
of individual instructions, but as a family of programs that are structured by some
parameters. In the case when there is no bound on the structural parameters, the
size of each program family is infinite. The compiler needs a finite representation for
this infinite set of programs, as well as a tractable way to parameterize the schedule
so that it is valid for any possible input.
To address this problem, Feautrier paved the way by showing that a certain class of
programs are mathematically equivalent to a System of Affine Recurrence Equations
(SARE’s) over polyhedral domains [7]. In Section 2.2.1, we give a brief overview of
SARE’s and explain why they are attractive from the standpoint of program analysis.
In Section 2.2.2 we describe the class of programs that can be represented as a SARE,
and in Section 2.2.3 we describe our notation for the polyhedral model.

2.2.1

System of Affine Recurrence Equations

The representation of computations as a system of recurrence equations was pioneered
by Karp et. al [12], and the SARE representation has since found widespread use
for scheduling and automatic parallelization. A formal description of a SARE can
be found in many papers (e.g., [7]), so our description will be informal (we save our
mathematical notation for Section 2.2.3).
A SARE consists of a set of recursive equations between some variables, each of
which can be thought of as a multi-dimensional array. Each variable has a domain
over which it is defined, and this domain must be polyhedral. A polyhedron is any
section of space defined by the intersection of planes or, equivalently, by a system of
18

linear inequalities. A further requirement is that each array index must be an affine
function

1

of the iteration that is being defined. A trivial example of a SARE is for

the first n Fibonacci numbers:
F (i) = i

for 0 ≤ i ≤ 1

F (i) = F (i − 1) + F (i − 2)

for 2 ≤ i ≤ n

For any value of n, the above equations enumerate the value of the first n Fibonacci
numbers. Though the domain of the variable F can be of arbitrary size, we can
represent it with a finite number of points–namely, its endpoints 0 and n. In higher
dimensions, we can always represent a polyhedron by the finite set of its vertices,
or, alternatively, by its sides. In this way, the SARE representation provides exactly
what we were seeking: a finite, parameterized representation of an infinite set.

2.2.2

Static Control Flow Programs

We now turn our attention to the task of representing a program in the polyhedral
model, which is mathematically equivalent to a SARE. For a certain class of applications, known as static control flow programs, the polyhedral model provides an
exact description of the flow dependences. For other programs, the dependences can
be approximated conservatively; however, the primary gains will be had when there
is static control flow. In order to put the model in context, then, we first list the
characteristics of a static control flow program. They are as follows:
• All statements consist of assignments to array variables, with the right hand
side being an arbitrary expression of array variables. (A scalar is considered to
be a zero-dimensional array.)
• All array accesses have index expressions that are affine functions of the loop
indices and the structural parameters. This applies to both array references (on
the right hand side) as well as array assignments (on the left hand side).
1
A function f (~x) is an affine function of ~x if it is of the form f (~x) = ~a · ~x + b, where ~a and ~b are
constants that do not depend on ~x.
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• All loop bounds are either 1) affine expressions of enclosing loop indices or the
structural parameters, or 2) the MIN or MAX of a finite set of such expressions.
• All conditional statements depend only on an affine inequality involving the
surrounding loop indices and the structural parameters.
Programs meeting these conditions can have all of their control flow analyzed at
compile time. In other words, the compiler can statically analyze exactly which
statements will be invoked, as well as the value of the loop indices for each invocation.
As we will see below, this property allows an affine description of the dependences to
exactly capture the flow of data between operations in the program. This is in contrast
to other dependence representations–such as Allen & Kennedy’s dependence levels,
Wolf & Lam’s direction vectors, and Darte & Vivien’s uniformized dependences–which
provide a less precise approximation of the dependence information [4].

2.2.3

Notation

We now present our notation for the polyhedral model. We will refer to this notation
for the remainder of this thesis. It is as follows:
• An iteration vector ~i contains the values of surrounding loop indices at a given
point in the execution of the program. For example, the two-dimensional iteration vector ~i = (5, 10) could represent an iteration where i = 5 and j = 10 in
the program of Figure 2-1.
• The structural parameters ~n, of domain N , represent loop bounds and other
parameters that are unknown at compile time, but that are fixed for any given
execution of the program. For example, in the case of Figure 2-1, we have
~n = (m, n).
• There are ns statements S1 . . . Sns in the program. Each statement S has an as-

sociated polyhedral domain DS , such that ∀~i ∈ DS , there is a dynamic instance

S(~i) of statement S at iteration ~i during the execution of the program.
20

For example, in Figure 2-1 there is one assignment statement S, and its domain
is the polyhedron DS = {(i, j) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ m}.
• There are np dependences P1 . . . Pnp in the program. Each dependence Pj is a
4-tuple (Rj , Tj , Pj , hj ) where Rj and Tj are statements, hj is a vector-valued
affine function, and Pj ⊆ DRj is a polyhedron such that:
∀~i ∈ Pj , Rj (~i) depends on Tj (~hj (~i, ~n))

(2.1)

The dependences Pj are determined using an array dataflow analysis, e.g., [6]
or the Omega test [20].
In the case of Figure 2-1, there are three dependences, each corresponding to an
array index on the right hand side. The dependence domains are governed by the
boundary conditions, since some instances of the assignment statement S refer
to values of the array that were assigned before the loop (although we ignore
these pre-loop assignments for the sake of this example). The dependences are
as follows:
– P1 = (S, S, P1 , ~h1 ), where P1 = {(i, j)|{(i, j) | 3 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ 2 ≤ j ≤ m}
and ~h1 (i, j) = (i − 2, j − 1).

– P2 = (S, S, P2 , ~h2 ), where P2 = {(i, j)|{(i, j) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ 2 ≤ j ≤ m}
and ~h2 (i, j) = (i, j − 1).

– P3 = (S, S, P3 , ~h3 ), where P3 = {(i, j)|{(i, j) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 ∧ 2 ≤ j ≤ m}
and ~h3 (i, j) = (i + 1, j − 1).

This is all the notation we need to describe a program in the polyhedral model.
We now turn to our description of the schedule.

21

2.3
2.3.1

Affine Scheduling
Representing a Schedule

In Section 1.2 we considered a scheduling function Θ that governs the execution of
all the instructions in the program. We now consider a parameterized representation
of the scheduling function, following Feautrier’s approach in [6]. Rather than have
a single function for the entire program, let us define a scheduling function θS for
each statement S that maps the instance of S on iteration ~i to a scalar execution
time. Sometimes we will refer to a statement-iteration pair (S, ~i) as an operation.
We assume that θS is an affine function of the iteration vector and the structural
parameters:
θS (~i, ~n) = ~aS · ~i + ~bS · ~n + cS
The schedule for the entire program, then, is denoted by Θ ∈ E, where E is the space

of all the scheduling parameters (~aS1 , ~bS1 , ~cS1 ), . . . , (~aSns , ~bSns , ~cSns ).

This representation is referred to as a one-dimensional affine schedule; it assigns
a scalar execution time to each operation as an affine function of the enclosing loop
indices and symbolic constants. Given such a schedule, the execution model is simple:
all the instructions that are scheduled for a given time step are executed in parallel,
with synchronization barriers between one time step and the next. Thus, parallelism
is implicit; two operations run in parallel if they are assigned to the same time. The
basic execution model assumes that there are an unlimited number of processors,
that all operations take unit time, and that there is no communication cost between
processors. However, a number of recent works have built on this framework to
include more sophisticated machine models (e.g. the affine partitioning approach of
Lim & Lam [15]).
Unfortunately, not all programs can be executed according to a one-dimensional
affine schedule. Rather, some programs require multi-dimensional schedules with
vector-valued execution times that are executed in lexicographic order. For example,
the following program cannot be executed with a one-dimensional schedule, since
22

Figure 2-5: Examples of Affine Schedules
Original
θS1 (i, n) = i
θS2 (i, n) = n + i

for i = 1 to n
S1
for i = 1 to n
S2

Loop Interchange
θS1 (i, n) = n + i
θS2 (i, n) = i

for i = 1 to n
S2
for i = 1 to n
S1

Loop Reversal
θS1 (i, n) = n − i
θS2 (i, n) = 2n − i

for i = n downto 1
S1
for i = n downto 1
S2

Loop Fusion
θS1 (i, n) = 2i
θS2 (i, n) = 2i + 1

for i = 1 to n
S1
S2

Loop Parallelization
θS1 (i, n) = 1
θS2 (i, n) = 2

for ALL i = 1 to n
S1
for ALL i = 1 to n
S2

there is a dependence chain of length n2 :
for i = 1 to n
for j = 1 to n
x = f(x) + g(i, j)
If one tries to execute this loop with a one-dimensional schedule, the function
might be something like θ(i, j) = n ∗ i + j. However, this is no longer affine in the
iteration vector and the structural parameters, as there is a product of n and i in
the schedule. What is needed is a multi-dimensional schedule such as θ(i, j) = (i, j)
which expresses the sequential loop execution without multiplying terms. The reader
can consult [7, 8, 4] for more details on multi-dimensional schedules; throughout the
rest of this thesis, we restrict our attention to the one-dimensional case.
Affine schedules provides a very powerful and flexible means of reasoning about
the ordering of instructions in a program. For instance, it has been shown that affine
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scheduling techniques are a generalization of standard transformations such as loop
permutation, skewing, and reindexing, as well as loop distribution and loop fusion
(see Figure 2-5).
As attractive as affine schedules are for their expressivity and succinctness, the
most convincing reason to use them as a representation is for the efficient methods
that can be used to find, analyze, and optimize them. Feautrier provides a direct
solution method that supports various optimization metrics within a linear programming framework [7]. The technique has become known as the Farkas method because
it relies on a form of Farkas’ Lemma from linear algebra. In the remainder of this
chapter, we present the foundations of the scheduling problem, and consider two alternative methods for solving it–the vertex method and the Farkas method. Both of
these methods prove to be integral to our technique.

2.3.2

Finding a Schedule

A legal schedule is one that respects the dependences in the original program. Amongst
these schedules, our goal is to find the “best” one by some optimization metric, such
as the length of the schedule or the delay between producers and consumers. As
shown by Feautrier in [7], this can be done efficiently by formulating the set of legal
schedules with a set of linear (in)equalities, and then choosing amongst them with
a linear objective function. For a schedule to be legal, it must satisfy the causality
condition–that is, each producer must be scheduled before the consumers that depend
on it. We now present this schedule constraint in terms of our notation above.
According to dependence Pj (Equation (2.1)), for any value of ~i in Pj , operation

Rj (~i) depends on the execution of operation Tj (~hj (~i, ~n)). Therefore, in order to
preserve the semantics of the original program, in any new order of the computations,

Tj (~hj (~i, ~n)) must be scheduled at a time strictly earlier than Rj (~i), for all ~i ∈ Pj . We
express this constraint in terms of the scheduling function. We must have, for each
dependence Pj , j ∈ [1, np ]:
∀~n ∈ N , ∀~i ∈ Pj , θRj (~i, ~n) − θTj (~hj (~i, ~n), ~n) − 1 ≥ 0
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(2.2)

The trouble with this equation is that–as before–we are faced with an infinite
number of constraints. That is, the consumer Rj must be scheduled at least one step
after the producer Tj for every point ~i of the dependence domain Pj and for every

possible value of the structural parameters ~n. In other words, we are treating ~i and ~n
as variables that can assume any value within their domains. However, this renders
the constraints non-linear, as θ contains two terms which multiply ~i and ~n by the

scheduling variables: ~aS · ~i and ~bS · ~n.
Thus, we need to “linearize” the scheduling constraints before we can consider the
problem in a linear programming framework. There are two equivalent methods of
accomplishing this, each of which relies on a different representation of the polyhedral domains over which the variables ~i and ~n are defined. As described below, the
Farkas method uses the polyhedron’s sides to perform the reduction, while the vertex
method relies on the vertices of the polyhedron. Though both of these techniques are
equally powerful in a theoretical sense, we often prefer one to another for practical
considerations.

2.3.3

Farkas Method

The Farkas method is founded on the following theorem from linear algebra.
Theorem 1 (Affine Form of Farkas’ Lemma) Let D be a nonempty polyhedron defined by p affine inequalities
~aj · ~x + bj ≥ 0, j ∈ [1, p],
in a vector space E. Then an affine form h is nonnegative everywhere in D if and
only if it is an affine combination of the affine forms defining D:
∀~x ∈ E, h(~x) ≡ λ0 +

X
j

(λj (~aj · ~x + bj )), λ0 . . . λp ≥ 0

The nonnegative constants λj are referred to as Farkas multipliers.
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y-4 ≥ 0

- y - x + 11 ≥ 0

h(x, y) = 2 (x - 1)

Figure 2-6: An illustration of Farkas’ lemma. The affine field h(x, y) =
2 · (x − 1) is non-negative within the shaded polyhedron. Thus, it can
be expressed as a non-negative affine combination of the sides of that
polyhedron: h(x, y) = 2 · (−y + x + 3) + 2 · (y − 4).
Admittedly, the notation for Farkas’ lemma can be somewhat overwhelming. However, the intuition is simple: if a certain function is never negative anywhere inside
a certain shape, then that function can be exactly represented as a certain combination of the sides of that shape. Of course, the qualifiers on the “certain” are very
important–the function must be affine, the shape must be a non-empty polyhedron,
and the combination must be affine and applied to the inequalities that define the
polyhedron’s sides (see Figure 2-6). Since Feautrier’s use of Farkas’ lemma in [7],
there have been several other applications within the realm of parallelizing compilers;
for example, it provides the basis of the affine partitioning techniques developed by
Lim & Lam [15].
The method proceeds via two applications of this lemma to the affine scheduling
problem that we have formulated above. We give only the intuition here; for a more
formal treatment, the user can refer to [7, 8, 4]. The first step of the method is to
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express each scheduling function θS in terms of the parameters defining the domain DS
of the statement S. This can be done by assuming that each schedule is non-negative
(since it must start somewhere, this is not restrictive) and then applying Farkas’
Lemma to equate each scheduling function as a non-negative affine combination of
the sides defining the domain DS . The lemma applies in this case by virtue of the fact

that the schedules are affine in ~i and are non-negative for all values of ~i that fall within
the polyhedral domain DS . This step does not linearize the scheduling constraint
posed above; rather, it provides an alternate representation of the schedules in terms
of the loop bounds instead of the scheduling parameters.
The second step involves another application of Farkas’ lemma, this time in order
to eliminate ~i and ~n from the constraints, thereby obtaining equations that are linear
in the parameters. This time the non-negative affine form is the delay between each
consumer and producer that are related by a data dependence. According to the
causality constraint in Equation 2.2, this delay must be positive for all iterations that
fall within the domain P of a given dependence. Thus, we can express the delay as a
non-negative affine combination of the inequalities defining the dependence domain.
The resulting equation will hold for all values of ~i and ~n (not just those within some
polyhedron) and thus we can eliminate ~i and ~n from the equation by collecting like
terms and setting their coefficients to be equal.
The resulting equations will be linear, and can be submitted to a linear programming solver with a variety of objective functions to guide the selection of a good
schedule.

2.3.4

Vertex Method

The method above can also be posed in terms of a polyhedron’s vertices, rather than
its sides. Any nonempty polyhedron is fully defined by its vertices, rays and lines
[22], which can be computed even in the case of parameterized polyhedra [17]. The
following theorem explains how we can use these vertices, rays and lines to reduce
the size of our sets of constraints.
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h(i)

w3

i2
i1 w1

w4
w2

D
Figure 2-7: An illustration of the vertex
method. The affine field h(~i) will be nonnegative everywhere within D if and only if it
is non-negative at the vertices w1 . . . w4 of D.
Theorem 2 Let D be a nonempty polyhedron. D can be written D = P + C, where
P is a polytope (bounded polyhedron) and C is a cone. Then any affine function h
defined over D is nonnegative on D if and only if 1) h is nonnegative on each of the
vertices of P and 2) the linear part of h is nonnegative (resp. null) on the rays (resp.
lines) of C.

The intuition for this theorem is straightforward: if an affine function is nonnegative at the vertices of a polyhedron, then it must be non-negative within that
polyhedron, as well (see Figure 2-7). In theory, this technique is equally powerful
as Farkas’ lemma for eliminating variables and linearizing constraints such as the
scheduling constraint posed above. However, it is not the case that the equations
yielded by an application of the vertex method are exactly the same as those introduced by the Farkas method [9]; the vertex method adds an equation for each vertex,
while the Farkas method adds a variable for each side. In the realm of program
analysis, it often turns out to be more efficient to use Farkas’ lemma, as most of the
polyhedrons correspond to an n-level loop nest which has 2n sides but 2n vertices.
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However, the vertex method is still useful in cases where there are not enough equations to solve the problem with the Farkas method alone; for instance, our analysis
succeeds if one step is done with the vertex method, but we have found it to be
infeasible when using only Farkas’ lemma.
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Chapter 3
The Method
In this chapter, we describe our technique for considering both schedule optimization
and storage optimization within a single framework. We start with a description of
our program domain and additional notation, and then describe our formulation of
the storage constraints and their conversion into a set of linear inequalities. In order
to consider storage mappings that apply to a range of schedules, we introduce the
notion of an Affine Occupancy Vector and show how to efficiently solve for one. Also,
we show how to solve for a schedule that is valid for a range of occupancy vectors.
Finally, we conclude with a high-level summary of our technique.

3.1

Program Domain

The basis for our program domain is that of static control flow programs (see Chapter 2). Additionally, we further assume a single-assignment form where the iteration
space of each statement exactly corresponds with the data space of the array written
by that statement. That is, for array references appearing on the left hand side of a
statement, the expression indexing the i’th dimension of the array is the index variable of the i’th enclosing loop (this is formalized below). While techniques such as
array expansion [5] can be used to convert programs with affine dependences into this
form, our analysis will be most useful in cases where an expanded form was obtained
for other reasons (e.g., to detect parallelism) and one now seeks to reduce storage
requirements.
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A[][] = new int[n][m]
...
for j = 1 to m
for i = 1 to n
A[i][j] = f(A[i-2][j-1], A[i][j-1], A[i+1][j-1])

Figure 3-1: Original code for Example 1.
We will refer to the example in Figure 2-1 (which, for easy reference, is duplicated
in Figure 3-1), borrowed from [23]. It clearly falls within our input domain, as the
dependences have constant distance, and iteration (i, j) assigns to A[i][j]. This example represents a computation where a one-dimensional array A[i] is being updated
over a time dimension j, and the intermediate results are being stored. We assume
that only the values A[1..n][m] are used outside the loop; the other values are only
temporary.

3.2

Notation

In addition to the notation described in Chapter 2, we will use the following definitions:
• There are na arrays A1 . . . Ana in the program, and A(S) denotes the array
assigned to by statement S. Our assumption that the data space corresponds
with the iteration space implies that for all statements S, S(~i) writes to location
~i of A(S), and S is the only statement writing to A. However, each array A
may still appear on the right hand side of any number of statements, where its
indices can be arbitrary affine expressions of ~i and ~n.
• With each array A we associate an occupancy vector ~vA that specifies the storage
reuse within A. The locations ~l1 and ~l2 in the original data space of A will

be stored in the same location following our storage transform if and only if
~l1 = ~l2 + k ∗~vA , for some integer k. Given our assumption about the data space,

we can equivalently state that the values produced by iterations ~i1 and ~i2 will

be stored in the same location following our storage transform if and only if
~i1 = ~i2 + k ∗ ~vA , for some integer k.
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i2

h(i).+.v
schedule constraint
v

storage constraint

i
h(i)
i1

Figure 3-2: An illustration of the schedule and storage constraints. The
schedule constraint requires that the producer ~h(~i) execute before the
consumer ~i. The storage constraint requires that the consumer ~i execute
before operation ~h(~i) + ~v , which overwrites the value of the producer ~h(~i)
according to the storage mapping imposed by the occupancy vector ~v .

3.3

Schedule Constraints

We will refer to the schedule constraints as those which restrict the execution ordering
due to data dependences in the original program. Section 2.3.2 formulates the schedule constraints and reviews their solution via classical techniques. For the sake of
completeness, we duplicate the mathematical formulation of the schedule constraints
here. We have that, for each dependence Pj , j ∈ [1, np ], the consumer Rj must
execute at least one step after the producer Tj :
∀~n ∈ N , ∀~i ∈ Pj , θRj (~i, ~n) − θTj (~hj (~i, ~n), ~n) − 1 ≥ 0

(3.1)

Following Feautrier [7], we can solve these constraints via application of Farkas’
lemma to express the range of valid schedules as a polyhedron R in the space of
scheduling parameters E. The reader can refer to Section 4.1.1 for an example of the
schedule constraints.

3.4

Storage Constraints

The occupancy vectors also induce some storage constraints (see Figure 3-2). We
consider any array A. Because we assume that the data space corresponds with the
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iteration space, and by definition of the occupancy vectors, the values computed by
iterations ~i and ~i + ~vA are both stored in the same location ~l. For an occupancy
vector ~vA to be valid for a given data object A, every operation depending on the
value stored at location ~l by iteration ~i must execute no later than iteration ~i + ~vA
stores a new value at location ~l. Otherwise, following our storage transformation,
a consumer expecting to reference the contents of ~l produced by iteration ~i could
reference the contents of ~l written by iteration ~i + ~vA instead, thereby changing the
semantics of the program. We assume that, at a given time step, all the reads precede
the writes, such that an operation consuming a value can be scheduled for the same
execution time as an operation overwriting the value. (This choice is arbitrary and
unimportant to the method; under the opposite assumption, we would instead require
that the consumer execute at least one step before its value is overwritten.)
Let us consider a dependence P = (R, T, h, P). Then operation T (~h(~i, ~n)) pro-

duces a value which will be later on read by R(~i). This value will be overwritten by

T (~h(~i, ~n) + ~vA(T ) ). The storage constraint imposes that T (~h(~i, ~n) + ~vA(T ) ) is scheduled no earlier than R(~i). Therefore, any schedule Θ and any occupancy vector ~vA(T )
respects the dependence P if:
∀~n ∈ N , ∀~i ∈ Z, θT (~h(~i, ~n) + ~vA(T ) , ~n) − θR (~i, ~n) ≥ 0

(3.2)

where Z represents the domain over which the storage constraint applies. That is,

the storage constraint applies for all iterations ~i where ~i is in the domain of the
dependence, and where ~h(~i, ~n) + ~vA(T ) is in the domain of statement T . Formally,
Z = {~i | ~i ∈ P ∧ ~h(~i, ~n) + ~vA(T ) ∈ DT }. This definition of Z is not problematic,
since the intersection of two polyhedra is defined simply by the union of the affine
inequalities describing each, which obviously is a polyhedron. Note, however, that Z

is parameterized by both ~vA(T ) and ~n, and not simply by ~n.
An example of the storage constraints can be found in Section 4.1.1.
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3.5

Linearizing the Constraints

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) represent a possibly infinite set of constraints, because of
the parameters. Therefore, we need to rewrite them so as to obtain an equivalent but
finite set of affine equations and inequalities, which we can easily solve. Meanwhile,
we seek to express the schedule (3.1) and storage (3.2) constraints in forms affine in
the scheduling parameters Θ. This step is essential for constructing a linear program
that minimizes the length of the occupancy vectors.
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, we could apply either the Farkas method or the
vertex method to linearize our constraints. Though the Farkas method is usually
preferred because it produces fewer constraints in practice, we choose the vertex
method here in order to enable us to solve a more general problem in Section 3.6.3.
Though the Farkas method and the vertex method are equivalent in power, they
do not give identical constraints; we were unable to formulate our entire technique
without using the vertex method. Thus, though one could use only Farkas to solve
the problems of Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2, we present a solution with the vertex method
in order to enable our technique in Section 3.6.3.
Section 4.2 contains an illustrative example of the constraint linearization.

3.5.1

Reduction using the vertices of polyhedra

Although the domain of structural parameters N is an input of this analysis and may
be unbounded, all the polyhedra produced by the dependence analysis of programs
are in fact polytopes, or bounded polyhedra. Therefore, in order to simplify the
equations, we now assume that all the polyhedra we manipulate are polytopes, except
when stated otherwise. Then, according to Theorem 2 (presented in Section 2.3.4),
an affine function is nonnegative on a polyhedron if and only if it is nonnegative on
the vertices of this polyhedron. We successively use this theorem to eliminate the
iteration vector and the structural parameters from Equation (3.2).
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3.5.2

Eliminating the Iteration Vector

Let us consider any fixed values of Θ in R and ~n in N . Then, for all j ∈ [1, np ], ~vA(Tj )
must satisfy:
∀~i ∈ Zj , θTj (~hj (~i, ~n) + ~vA(Tj ) , ~n) − θRj (~i, ~n) ≥ 0

(3.3)

which is an affine inequality in ~i (as ~hj , θTj , and θRj are affine functions). Thus,
according to Theorem 2, it takes its extremal values on the vertices of the polytope Z j ,
denoted by ~z1,j , . . . , ~znz ,j . Note that Zj is parameterized by ~n and ~vA(Tj ) . Therefore,
the number of its vertices might change depending on the domain of values of ~n and
~vA(Tj ) . In this case we decompose the domains of ~n and ~vA(Tj ) into subdomains over
which the number and definition of the vertices do not change [17], we solve our
problem on each of these domains, and we take the “best” solution.
Thus, we evaluate (3.3) at the extreme points of Zj , yielding the following:
∀k ∈ [1, nz ], θTj (~hj (~zk,j (~vA(Tj ) , ~n), ~n) + ~vA(Tj ) , ~n)

(3.4)

−θRj (~zk,j (~vA(Tj ) , ~n), ~n) ≥ 0
According to Theorem 2, Equations (3.3) and (3.4) are equivalent. However, we have
replaced the iteration vector ~i with the vectors ~zk,j , each of which is an affine form in
~n and ~vA(Tj ) .

3.5.3

Eliminating the Structural Parameters

Suppose N is also a bounded polyhedron. We eliminate the structural parameters
the same way we eliminated the iteration vector: by only considering the extremal
vertices of their domain N . Thus, for any fixed value of Θ in R, j in [1, np ], and k in
[1, nz ] we must have:
∀~n ∈ N , θTj (~hj (~zk,j (~vA(Tj ) , ~n), ~n) + ~vA(Tj ) , ~n)
−θRj (~zk,j (~vA(Tj ) , ~n), ~n) ≥ 0
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(3.5)

Denoting the vertices of N by (w
~ 1, . . . , w
~ nw ), the above equation is equivalent to:
∀l ∈ [1, nw ], θTj (~hj (~zk,j (~vA(Tj ) , w
~ l ), w
~ l ) + ~vA(Tj ) , w
~ l)

(3.6)

−θRj (~zk,j (~vA(Tj ) , w
~ l ), w
~ l) ≥ 0
Case of unbounded domain of parameters. It might also be the case that N is
not a polytope but an unbounded polyhedron, perhaps corresponding to a parameter
that is input from the user and can be arbitrarily large. In this case, we use the general
form of Theorem 2. Let ~r1 , . . . , ~rnr be the rays defining the unbounded portion of N
(a line being coded by two opposite rays). We must ensure that the linear part of
Equation (3.6) is nonnegative on these rays. For example, given a single structural
parameter n1 ∈ [5, ∞), we have the following constraint for the vertex n1 = 5:
θTj (~hj (~zk,j (~vA(Tj ) , 5), 5) + ~vA(Tj ) , 5)
−θRj (~zk,j (~vA(Tj ) , 5), 5) ≥ 0
and the following constraint for the positive ray of value 1:
θTj (~hj (~zk,j (~vA(Tj ) , 1), 1) + ~vA(Tj ) , 1)
−θRj (~zk,j (~vA(Tj ) , 1), 1)
−θTj (~hj (~zk,j (~vA(Tj ) , 0), 0) + ~vA(Tj ) , 0)

(3.7)

+θRj (~zk,j (~vA(Tj ) , 0), 0) ≥ 0
Though this equation may look complicated, in practice it leads to simple formulas
since all the constant parts of Equation (3.5) are going away. We assume in the rest
of this paper that N is a polytope. This changes nothing in our method, but greatly
improves the readability of the upcoming systems of constraints!
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3.6

Finding a Solution

After removing the structural parameters, we are left with the following set of storage
constraints:
∀j ∈ [1, np ], ∀k ∈ [1, nz ], ∀l ∈ [1, nw ],
θTj (~hj (~zk,j (~vA(Tj ) , w
~ l ), w
~ l ) + ~vA(Tj ) , w
~ l)

(3.8)

−θRj (~zk,j (~vA(Tj ) , w
~ l ), w
~ l) ≥ 0
which is a set of affine inequalities in the coordinates of the schedule Θ, with the
occupancy vectors ~vA(Tj ) as unknowns. Note that the vertices ~zk,j of the iteration
domain, the vertices w
~ l of the structural parameters, and the components ~hj of the
affine functions, all have fixed and known values.
Similarly, we can linearize the schedule constraints to arrive at the following equations:
∀j ∈ [1, np ], ∀k ∈ [1, ny ], ∀l ∈ [1, nw ],
~ l ), w
~ l ), w
~ l) − 1 ≥ 0
~ l ), w
~ l ) − θTj (~hj (~yk,j (w
θRj (~yk,j (w

(3.9)

Where y1,j , . . . , yny ,j denote the vertices of Pj .

3.6.1

Finding an Occupancy Vector Given a Schedule

At this point we have all we need to determine which occupancy vectors (if any)
are valid for a given schedule Θ: we simply substitute into the simplified storage
constraints (3.8) the value of the given schedule. Then we obtain a set of affine
inequalities where the only unknowns are the components of the occupancy vector.
This system of constraints fully and exactly defines the set of the occupancy vectors
valid for the given schedule. We can search this space for solutions with any linear
programming solver.
To find the shortest occupancy vectors, we can use as our objective function
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the sum of the lengths1 of the components of the occupancy vector. This metric
minimizes the “Manhattan” length of each occupancy vector instead of minimizing
the Euclidean length. However, minimizing the Euclidean length would require a
non-linear objective function.
We improve our heuristic slightly by minimizing the difference between the lengths
of the occupancy vector components as a second-order term in the objective function.
That is, the objective function is
dim(v) dim(v)

dim(v)

obj(~v ) = k ∗

X
i=1

|vi | +

X X
i=1

j=1

|vi − vj |

where k is large enough that the first term dominates, thereby selecting our vector first
by the length of its components and then by the distribution of those lengths across
its dimensions (a more “even” distribution having a shorter Euclidean distance.) It
has been our experience that this linear objective function also finds the occupancy
vector of the shortest Euclidean distance.
In solving for the shortest occupancy vector, we do need to ensure that each
component of ~v is integral. Strictly speaking, this requires an integer linear program
with each component constrained to be an integer. Though we have constructed cases
for which the optimal rational value of ~v is non-integral, we have found that in most
cases (including all examples in this paper), the optimal value of ~v is in fact integral.
Thus, in our examples, one can obtain the optimum by solving a linear program
instead of an integer linear program.
For an example of this solution procedure, refer to Section 4.1.2.

3.6.2

Finding a Schedule Given an Occupancy Vector

At this point, we also have all we need to determine which schedules (if any) exist
for a given set of occupancy vectors. Given an occupancy vector ~vA for each array A
in the program, we substitute into the linearized storage constraints (3.8) to obtain
1
To minimize |x|, set x = w − z, w ≥ 0, z ≥ 0, and then minimize w + z. Either w or z will be
zero in the optimum, leaving w + z = |x|.
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a set of inequalities where the only unknowns are the scheduling parameters. These
inequalities, in combination with the linearized schedule constraints (3.9) completely
define the space of valid affine schedules valid for the given occupancy vectors. Once
again, we can search this space for solutions with any linear programming solver,
selecting the “best” schedule as in [7].
See Section 4.1.3 for an example.

3.6.3

Finding a Store for a Range of Schedules

Affine Occupancy Vectors
Finally, we might inquire as to the shortest occupancy vector that is valid for
legal all affine schedules in Example 1. An affine schedule is one where each dynamic
instance of a statement is executed at a time that is an affine expression of the loop
indices, loop bounds, and compile-time constants. To address the problem, then, we
need the notion of an Affine Occupancy Vector:
Definition 1 An occupancy vector ~v for array A is an Affine Occupancy Vector
(AOV) if it is valid with respect to every affine schedule Θ that respects the schedule
constraints of the original program.
Note that, in contrast to the Universal Occupancy Vector of [23], an AOV need not
be valid for all schedules; rather, it only must be valid for affine ones. Almost all the
instruction schedules found in practice are affine, since any FOR loop with constant
increment and bounds defines a schedule that is affine in its loop indices. (This
is independent of the array references found in practice, which are sometimes nonaffine.) In this paper, we further relax the definition of an AOV to those occupancy
vectors which are valid for all one-dimensional affine schedules.
We also observe that, if tiling is legal in the original program, then tiling is legal
after transforming each array in the program under one of its AOV’s. This follows
from the fact that two loops are tilable if and only if they can be permuted without
affecting the semantics of the program [11]. Since each permutation of the loops
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Figure 3-3: Iteration space diagram
for Example 1. Here the hollow arrow
denotes an Affine Occupancy Vector
that is valid for all legal affine schedules. The gray region indicates the
slopes at which a legal affine schedule
can sweep across the iteration domain.

A[] = new int[2*n+m]
...
for j = 1 to m
for i = 1 to n
A[2*i-j+m] = f(A[2*(i-2)-(j-1)+m],
A[2*i-(j-1)+m],
A[2*(i+1)-(j-1)+m])

Figure 3-4: Transformed code for Example 1.
The AOV is (1,2).

corresponds to a given affine schedule and the AOV is valid with respect to both
schedules, the AOV transformation is also valid with respect to a tiled schedule.
Returning to our example, we find using our method that (1, 2) is a valid AOV (see
Figure 3-3), yielding the transformed code shown in Figure 3-4. Any one-dimensional
affine schedule that respects the dependences in the original code will give the same
result when executed with the transformed storage.
Finding the AOV’s
Solving for the AOV’s is somewhat involved (follow Section 4.1.4 for an example.)
To find a set of AOV’s, we need to satisfy the storage constraints (3.8) for any value
of the schedule Θ within the polyhedron R defined by the schedule constraints. To
do this, we apply the Affine Form of Farkas’ Lemma (see Section 2.3.3).
To apply the lemma, we note that the storage constraints are affine inequalities in
Θ which are nonnegative over the polyhedron R. Thus, we can express each storage
constraint as a nonnegative affine combination of the schedule constraints defining R.
To simplify our notation, let ST ORAGE be the set of expressions that are
constrained to be nonnegative by the linearized storage constraints (3.8).

That

is, ST ORAGE contains the left hand side of each inequality in (3.8). Naively,
|ST ORAGE| = np × nz × (nw + nr ); however, several of these expressions might
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be equivalent, thereby reducing the size of ST ORAGE in practice.
Similarly, let SCHEDU LE be the set of expressions that are constrained to be
nonnegative by the linearized schedule constraints (3.9). The size of SCHEDU LE
is at most np × ny × (nw + nr ).
Then, the application of Farkas’ Lemma yields these identities across the vector
space E of scheduling parameters in which Θ lives:
|SCHEDU LE|

ST ORAGEi (~x) = λi,0 +

X
j=1

λi,j ≥ 0,

(λi,j · SCHEDU LEj (~x))

∀~x ∈ E, ∀i ∈ [1, |ST ORAGE|]

These equations are valid over the whole vector space E. Therefore, we can collect
the terms for each of the components of ~x, as well as the constant terms, setting equal
the respective coefficients of these terms from opposite sides of a given equation (see
[7, 4] for full details). We are left with |ST ORAGE| × (3 × ns + 1) linear equations
where the only variables are the λ’s and the occupancy vectors ~vA .
The set of valid AOV’s is completely and exactly determined by this set of equations and inequalities. To find the shortest AOV, we proceed as in Section 3.6.1.

3.6.4

Finding a Schedule for a Range of Stores

We note as a theoretical extension that our framework also allows one to solve a
problem that is in some sense dual to that of the AOV’s: what is a good schedule
that is valid for a given range of occupancy vectors? This question is also relevant to
the phase ordering problem, as one might wish to restrict one’s attention to a given
set of storage mappings before selecting a schedule Θ. Then, one can choose any
storage mapping within the range and be guaranteed that it will be valid for Θ.
Let us denote a set of occupancy vectors by V~ ∈ Y, where Y is the space of all
the occupancy vectors ~vA1 , ~vA2 . . . ~vAnA . Our technique allows one to specify a range
of storage mappings as a polyhedron of candidate occupancy vectors. Let us denote
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this polyhedron by Q, which is defined by the following q inequalities:
~rj · V~ + ~sj ≥ 0, j ∈ [1, q],
It is now the case that the storage constraints (3.8) must hold for all V~ ∈ Q. Also,
we must satisfy the schedule constraints (3.9). This set of constraints is non-linear in
its current form, because the storage constraints contain a product of the scheduling
parameters Θ (which variables we are seeking) and the set of occupancy vectors V~
(which varies over Q).
To linearize these constraints, we can apply Farkas’ Lemma in the same way as in
Section 3.6.3. We note that the storage constraints are affine inequalities in V~ which
are nonnegative over the polyhedron Q. Thus, we can express each storage constraint
as a nonnegative affine combination of the constraints defining Q. Using the same
notation as above for the storage constraints, we have:
ST ORAGEi (~x) = λi,0 +

q
X
j=1

λi,j ≥ 0,

(λi,j · (~rj · ~x + ~sj ))

∀~x ∈ Y, ∀i ∈ [1, |ST ORAGE|]

These equations are valid over the entire vector space Y. Thus, we can equate like
terms on the components of ~x as we did in Section 3.6.3 (see [7, 4] for details). We
are left with a set of linear equations where the only variables are the λ’s and the
scheduling parameters Θ. These must be considered in combination with the original
schedule constraints to define the space of legal schedules. To find a desirable schedule
from within this space, we can proceed as in [7].
Though our framework provides an exact solution to this problem, we are skeptical as to its practical applications in its current form. In part, this is because we
believe that a range of candidate occupancy vectors is not best described by a convex
polyhedron. For instance, one might be interested in considering all occupancy vectors that are larger than a given length; however, this is not given by a convex shape.
Moreover, it would seem desirable to find a schedule that is valid for some occupancy
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Constraints
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Find a θ valid
for range of v

Given v, find θ

Figure 3-5: A block diagram of our solution technique.
vector of a given length, rather than all occupancy vectors in a range, although this
kind of quantification does not integrate with our technique.
It is for these reasons that we omit from our examples and summary statements
the problem of finding a schedule for a range of occupancy vectors. Though the above
solution for this problem is interesting from a theoretical standpoint, its usefulness is
limited in its current form.

3.6.5

Summary

A high-level view of our method appears in Figure 3-5. Starting with an input
program, we perform some dependence analysis to obtain an affine description of the
program dependences. If the input is a static control flow program, this analysis will
be exact. Then, we formulate the schedule and storage constraints, which are nonlinear in their original form due to a product of the scheduling parameters with the
iteration vector ~i and the structural parameters ~n. To solve this problem, we apply
the vertex method and eliminate ~i and ~n from the constraints, thereby obtaining
a linearized set of constraints that we can use to solve the first two problems we
considered: finding a good schedule for a given store, and finding a good store for
a given schedule. We can further manipulate the constraints by an application of
Farkas’ lemma to eliminate the scheduling parameters Θ, thereby obtaining a linear
program that yields the shortest AOV–that is, an occupancy vector that is valid for
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any legal affine schedule. Similarly, if we are given a range of candidate occupancy
vectors, we can apply Farkas’ lemma to eliminate ~v and find a schedule that is valid
for all occupancy vectors in the range. The key contribution of our technique is the
flexibility that is gained via a single framework, and in particular the ability to solve
for a storage mapping that is valid across a range of schedules.
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Chapter 4
Examples
We present four examples to illustrate applications of the method described in the
preceding chapter.

4.1

Example 1: Simple Stencil

First we derive the solutions presented earlier for the 3-point stencil in Example 1.

4.1.1

Constraints

Let θ denote the scheduling function for the statement writing to array A. We assume
that θ is an affine form as follows:
θ(i, j, n, m) = a ∗ i + b ∗ j + c ∗ n + d ∗ m + e
There are three dependences in the stencil, each from the statement unto itself.
The access functions describing the dependences are ~h1 (i, j, n, m) = (i − 2, j − 1),

~h2 (i, j, n, m) = (i, j − 1), and ~h3 (i, j, n, m) = (i + 1, j − 1). Because these dependences
are uniform–that is, they do not depend on the iteration vector–we can simplify our
analysis by considering the dependence domains to be across all values of i and j.
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Thus, the schedule constraints are:
θ(i, j, n, m) − θ(i − 2, j − 1, n, m) − 1 ≥ 0
θ(i, j, n, m) − θ(i, j − 1, n, m) − 1 ≥ 0
θ(i, j, n, m) − θ(i + 1, j − 1, n, m) − 1 ≥ 0
However, substituting the definition of θ into these equations, we find that i, j,
n, and m are eliminated. This is because the constraints are uniform. Thus, we
obtain the following simplified schedule constraints, which are affine in the scheduling
parameters:
2∗a+b−1≥0
b−1≥0
−a + b − 1 ≥ 0
Now let ~vA = (vi , vj ) denote the AOV that we are seeking for array A. Then the
storage constraints are as follows:
θ(i − 2 + vi , j − 1 + vj , n, m) − θ(i, j, n, m) ≥ 0
θ(i + vi , j − 1 + vj , n, m) − θ(i, j, n, m) ≥ 0
θ(i + 1 + vi , j − 1 + vj , n, m) − θ(i, j, n, m) ≥ 0
Simplifying the storage constraints as we did the schedule constraints, we obtain the
linearized storage constraints:
a ∗ vi + b ∗ v j − 2 ∗ a − b ≥ 0
a ∗ vi + b ∗ v j − b ≥ 0
a ∗ vi + b ∗ v j + a − b ≥ 0

4.1.2

Finding an Occupancy Vector

To find the shortest occupancy vector for the schedule that executes the rows in parallel, we substitute θ(i, j, n, m) = j into the linearized schedule and storage constraints.
Minimizing |vi + vj | with respect to these constraints gives the occupancy vector of
(0, 1) (see Figure 2-3).
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4.1.3

Finding a Schedule

To find the set of schedules that are valid for the occupancy vector of (0, 2), we
substitute vi = 0 and vj = 2 into the linearized schedule and storage constraints.
Simplifying the resulting constraints yields:
b≥1−2∗a
b≥1+a
b≥2∗a
Inspection of these inequalities reveals that the ratio a/b has a minimum value of
−1/2 and a maximum value that asymptotically approaches 1/2, thus corresponding
to the set of legal affine schedules depicted in Figure 3-3 (note that in the frame of
the figure, however, the schedule’s slope is −a/b.)

4.1.4

Finding an AOV

To find an AOV for A, we apply Farkas’ Lemma to rewrite each of the linearized
storage constraints as a non-negative affine combination of the linearized schedule
constraints:







λ
λ
 1,1 1,2

 λ2,1 λ2,2

λ3,1 λ3,2

a ∗ vi + b ∗ v j − 2 ∗ a − b
a ∗ vi + b ∗ v j − b





=


a ∗ vi + b ∗ v j + a − b


1
λ1,3 λ1,4 

  2∗a+b−1

λ2,3 λ2,4  


b−1
λ3,3 λ3,4 
−a + b − 1










λi,j ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ [1, 3], ∀j ∈ [1, 4]

Minimizing |vi + vj | subject to these constraints yields an AOV (vi , vj ) = (1, 2).
To transform the data space of array A according to this AOV ~v , we follow the
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A[][] = new int[n][m]
B[][] = new int[n][m]
...
for i = 1 to n
for j = 1 to m
A[i][j] = f(B[i-1][j])
B[i][j] = g(A[i][j-1])

(S1)
(S2)

Figure 4-1: Original code for Example 2.

j

i

s2
s1

Figure 4-2: Dependence diagram for Example 2.
approach of [23] and project the original data space onto the line perpendicular to ~v .
Choosing ~v⊥ = (2, −1) so that ~v · ~v⊥ = 0, we transform the original indices of (i, j)
into ~v⊥ · (i, j) = 2 ∗ i − j. Finally, to ensure that all data accesses are non-negative,
we add m to the new index, such that the final transformation is from A[i][j] to
A[2 ∗ i − j + m]. Thus, we have reduced storage requirements from n ∗ m to 2 ∗ n + m.
The modified code corresponding to this mapping is shown in Figure 3-4.

4.2

Example 2: Two-Statement Stencil

We now consider an example adapted from [14] where there is a uniform dependence
between statements in a loop (see Figures 4-1 and 4-2). Letting θ1 and θ2 denote the
scheduling functions for statements 1 and 2, respectively, we have following schedule
constraints:
θ1 (i, j, n, m) − θ2 (i − 1, j, n, m) − 1 ≥ 0
θ2 (i, j, n, m) − θ1 (i, j − 1, n, m) − 1 ≥ 0
and the following storage constraints:
θ2 (i − 1 + vB,i , j + vB,j , n, m) − θ1 (i, j, n, m) ≥ 0
θ1 (i + vA,i , j − 1 + vA,j , n, m) − θ2 (i, j, n, m) ≥ 0
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A[] = new int[m+n]
B[] = new int[m+n]
...
for i = 1 to n
for j = 1 to m
A[i-j+m] = f(B[(i-1)-j+m])
B[i-j+m] = g(A[i-(j-1)+m])

(S1)
(S2)

Figure 4-3: Transformed code for Example 2. Each array
has an AOV of (1,1).
We now demonstrate how to linearize the schedule constraints. We observe that
the polyhedral domain of the iteration parameters (i, j) has vertices at (1, 1), (n, 1),
(1, m), and (n, m), so we evaluate the schedule constraints at these points to eliminate
(i, j):
θ1 (1, 1, n, m) − θ2 (0, 1, n, m) − 1 ≥ 0
θ2 (1, 1, n, m) − θ1 (1, 0, n, m) − 1 ≥ 0
θ1 (n, 1, n, m) − θ2 (n − 1, 1, n, m) − 1 ≥ 0
θ2 (n, 1, n, m) − θ1 (n, 0, n, m) − 1 ≥ 0
θ1 (1, m, n, m) − θ2 (1 − 1, m, n, m) − 1 ≥ 0
θ2 (1, m, n, m) − θ1 (1, m − 1, n, m) − 1 ≥ 0
θ1 (n, m, n, m) − θ2 (n − 1, m, n, m) − 1 ≥ 0
θ2 (n, m, n, m) − θ1 (n, m − 1, n, m) − 1 ≥ 0
Next, we eliminate the structural parameters (n, m). Assuming n and m are positive
but arbitrarily large, the domain of these parameters is an unbounded polyhedron:
(n, m) = (1, 1) + j ∗ (0, 1) + k ∗ (1, 0), for positive integers j and k. We must evaluate
the above constraints at the vertex (1, 1), as well as the linear part of the constraints
for the rays (1, 0) and (0, 1). Doing so yields 24 equations, of which we show the first
3 (which result from substituting into the first of the equations above):
θ1 (1, 1, 1, 1) − θ2 (0, 1, 1, 1) − 1 ≥ 0
θ1 (1, 1, 1, 0) − θ2 (0, 1, 1, 0) − θ1 (1, 1, 0, 0) + θ2 (0, 1, 0, 0) ≥ 0
θ1 (1, 1, 0, 1) − θ2 (0, 1, 0, 1) − θ1 (1, 1, 0, 0) + θ2 (0, 1, 0, 0) ≥ 0
Expanding the scheduling functions as θx (i, j, n, m) = ax +bx ∗i+cx ∗j +dx ∗n+ex ∗m,
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imax = a.length
jmax = b.length
kmax = c.length
D[][][] = new int[imax][jmax][kmax]
...
for i = 1 to imax
for j = 1 to jmax
for k = 1 to kmax
if (i==1) or (j==1) or (k==1) then
D[i][j][k] = f(i,j,k)
else
D[i][j][k] =
min(D[i-1][j-1][k-1] + w(a[i],b[j],c[k]),
D[i][j-1][k-1] + w(GAP,b[j],c[k]),
D[i-1][j][k-1] + w(a[i],GAP,c[k]),
D[i-1][j-1][k] + w(a[i],b[j],GAP),
D[i-1][j][k] + w(a[i],GAP,GAP),
D[i][j-1][k] + w(GAP,b[j],GAP),
D[i][j][k-1] + w(GAP,GAP,c[k]))

(S1)
(S2)

Figure 4-4: Original code for Example 3, for multiple sequence alignment. Here
f computes the initial gap penalty and w computes the pairwise alignment cost.

the entire set of 24 equations can be simplified to:
d1 = d 2
e1 = e 2
a1 + b1 + c1 − a2 − c2 + (b1 − b2 )n − 1 ≥ 0

a1 + 2b1 + c1 − a2 − b2 − c2 − 1 ≥ 0

a2 + b2 + 2c2 − a1 − b1 − c1 − 1 ≥ 0

a2 + 2c2 − a1 − c1 + (b2 − b1 )n − 1 ≥ 0

These equations constitute the linearized schedule constraints. In a similar fashion,
we can linearize the storage constraints, and then apply Farkas’ lemma to find the
shortest AOV’s of ~vA = ~vB = (1, 1). The code that results after transformation by
these AOV’s is shown in Figure 4-3.

4.3

Example 3: Multiple Sequence Alignment

We now consider a version of the Needleman-Wunch sequence alignment algorithm
[18] to determine the cost of the optimal global alignment of three strings (see Figure
4-4). The algorithm utilizes dynamic programming to determine the minimum-cost
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imax = a.length
jmax = b.length
kmax = c.length
D[][] = new int[imax+jmax][imax+kmax]
...
for i = 1 to imax
for j = 1 to jmax
for k = 1 to kmax
if (i==1) or (j==1) or (k==1) then
D[jmax+i-j][kmax+i-k] = f(i,j,k)
(S1)
else
D[jmax+i-j][kmax+i-k] =
(S2)
min(D[jmax+(i-1)-(j-1)][kmax+(i-1)-(k-1)] + w(a[i],b[j],c[k]),
D[jmax+i-(j-1)][kmax+i-(k-1)] + w(GAP,b[j],c[k]),
D[jmax+(i-1)-j][kmax+(i-1)-(k-1)] + w(a[i],GAP,c[k]),
D[jmax+(i-1)-(j-1)][kmax+(i-1)-k] + w(a[i],b[j],GAP),
D[jmax+(i-1)-j][kmax+(i-1)-k] + w(a[i],GAP,GAP),
D[jmax+i-(j-1)[kmax+i-k] + w(GAP,b[j],GAP),
D[jmax+i-j][kmax+i-(k-1)] + w(GAP,GAP,c[k]))

Figure 4-5: Transformed code for Example 3, using the AOV of (1,1,1). The
new array has dimension [imax+jmax][imax+kmax], with each reference to
[i][j][k] mapped to [jmax+i-j][kmax+i-k].
alignment according to a cost function w that specifies the cost of aligning three
characters, some of which might represent gaps in the alignment.
Using θ1 and θ2 to represent the scheduling functions for statements 1 and 2,
respectively, we have the following schedule constraints (we enumerate only three
constraints for each pair of statements since the other dependences follow by transitivity):
θ2 (i, j, k, x, y, z) − θ1 (i − 1, j, k, x, y, z) − 1 ≥ 0 f or i = 2, j ∈ [2, y], k ∈ [2, z]
θ2 (i, j, k, x, y, z) − θ1 (i, j − 1, k, x, y, z) − 1 ≥ 0 f or i ∈ [2, x], j = 2, k ∈ [2, z]
θ2 (i, j, k, x, y, z) − θ1 (i, j, k − 1, x, y, z) − 1 ≥ 0 f or i ∈ [2, x], j ∈ [2, y], k = 2
θ2 (i, j, k, x, y, z) − θ2 (i − 1, j, k, x, y, z) − 1 ≥ 0 f or i ∈ [3, x], j ∈ [2, y], k ∈ [2, z]
θ2 (i, j, k, x, y, z) − θ2 (i, j − 1, k, x, y, z) − 1 ≥ 0 f or i ∈ [2, x], j ∈ [3, y], k ∈ [2, z]
θ2 (i, j, k, x, y, z) − θ2 (i, j, k − 1, x, y, z) − 1 ≥ 0 f or i ∈ [2, x], j ∈ [2, y], k ∈ [3, z]
Note that each constraint is restricted to the subset of the iteration domain under
which it applies. That is, S2 depends on S1 only when i, j, or k is equal to 2; otherwise,
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S2 depends on itself. This example illustrates the precision of our technique for general
dependence domains.
The storage constraints are as follows:
θ2 (i − 1 + vi , j + vj , k + vk , x, y, z) − θ2 (i, j, k, x, y, z) ≥ 0
f or i ∈ [3, x], j ∈ [2, y], k ∈ [2, z]
θ2 (i + vi , j − 1 + vj , k + vk , x, y, z) − θ2 (i, j, k, x, y, z) ≥ 0
f or i ∈ [2, x], j ∈ [3, y], k ∈ [2, z]
θ2 (i + vi , j + vj , k − 1 + vk , x, y, z) − θ2 (i, j, k, x, y, z) ≥ 0
f or i ∈ [2, x], j ∈ [2, y], k ∈ [3, z]
There is no storage constraint corresponding to the dependence of S2 on S1 because
the domain Z of the constraint is empty for occupancy vectors with positive components, and occupancy vectors with a non-positive component do not satisfy the above
constraints. That is, for the first dependence of S2 on S1 , the dependence domain
is P = {(2, j, k) | j ∈ [2, y] ∧ k ∈ [2, z]} while the existence domain of S 1 is DS1 =
{(i, j, k) | i ∈ [1, x] ∧ j ∈ [1, y] ∧ k ∈ [1, z] ∧ (i = 1 ∨ j = 1 ∨ k = 1)}. Then, the domain
of the first storage constraint is Z = {(i, j, k) | (i, j, k) ∈ P ∧ (i − 1, j, k) + ~v A ∈ DS1 }.
Now, Z is empty given that ~vA has positive components, because if (i, j, k) ∈ P then
i = 2, but if (i − 1, j, k) + ~vA ∈ DS1 then i − 1 + vA,i = 1, or equivalently i + vA,i = 2.
Thus for Z to be non-empty, we would have 2 + vA,i = 2, which contradicts the
positivity assumption on vA,i . The argument is analogous for other dependences of
S2 on S1 .
Applying our method for this example yields an AOV of (1, 1, 1). The transformed
code under this occupancy vector is just like the original, except that the array is
of dimension [imax+jmax][imax+kmax] and element [i][j][k] is mapped to [jmax+ij][kmax+i-k] (see Figure 4-5).
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Figure 4-6: Dependence diagram for Example 4.
A[][] = new int[n][m]
B[] = new int[n]
...
for i = 1 to n
for j = 1 to n
A[i][j] = B[i-1]+j
B[i] = A[i][n-i]

A[] = new int[n]
B = new int
...
for i = 1 to n
for j = 1 to n
A[i] = B+j
B = A[i]

(S1)
(S2)

Figure 4-8: Transformed code for
Example 4. The AOV’s for A and B
are (1,0) and 1, respectively.

Figure 4-7: Original code for Example 4.

4.4

(S1)
(S2)

Example 4: Non-Uniform Dependences

Our final example is constructed to demonstrate the application of our method to nonuniform dependences (see Figures 4-7 and 4-6). Let θ1 and θ2 denote the scheduling
functions for statements S1 and S2 , respectively. Then we have the following schedule
constraints:
θ1 (i, j, n) − θ2 (i − 1, n) − 1 ≥ 0
θ2 (i, n) − θ1 (i, n − i, n) − 1 ≥ 0
and the following storage constraints:
θ2 (i − 1 + vB , n) − θ1 (i, j, n) ≥ 0
θ1 (i + vA,i , n − i + vA,j , n) − θ2 (i, n) ≥ 0
Applying our method to these constraints yields the AOV’s ~vA = (1, 0) and vB = 1.
The transformed code is shown in Figure 4-8.
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Chapter 5
Experiments
We performed a few experiments that validate our technique as applied to two of
our examples. The tests were carried out on an SGI Origin 2000, which uses MIPS
R10000 processors with 4MB L2 caches.
For Example 2, the computation was divided into diagonal strips. Since there
are no data dependences between strips, the strips can be assigned to processors
without requiring any synchronization [14]. Figure 5-1 shows the speedup gained on
varying numbers of processors using both the original and the transformed array. Both
versions show the same trend and do not significantly improve past 16 processors, but
the transformed code has an advantage by a sizable constant factor.
Example 3 was parallelized by blocking the computation, and assigning rows of
blocks to each processor. As shown in Figure 5-2, the transformed code again performs
substantially better than the original code. With the reduced working set of data in
the transformed code, the speedup is super-linear in the number of processors due to
improved caching.
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Figure 5-1: Speedup vs. number of processors for Example 2.
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Figure 5-2: Speedup vs. number of processors for Example 3.
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Chapter 6
Related Work
The work most closely related to ours is that of Strout et. al [23], which considers schedule-independent storage mappings using the Universal Occupancy Vector
(UOV). While an AOV is valid only for affine schedules, a UOV is valid for any legal
execution ordering. Consequently, sometimes there exist AOV’s that are shorter than
any UOV since the AOV must be valid for a smaller range of schedules; for example,
the shortest UOV for Example 1 is (0, 3) whereas our technique found an AOV of
(1, 2). While the analysis of [23] is limited to a stencil of dependences involving only
one statement within a perfectly nested loop, our method applies to general affine
dependences across statements and loop nests. Moreover, our framework goes beyond AOV’s to unify the notion of occupancy vectors with known affine scheduling
techniques.
The leading method for schedule-specific storage optimization in the context of
the polyhedral model is that of Quilleré and Rajopadhye [21], which builds on that
of Wilde and Rajopadhye [25]. Like our technique, their analysis targets static control flow programs in a single assignment form. However, they also support multidimensional affine schedules, as well as multiple dimensions of storage reuse. The
technique utilizes projective memory allocations that achieve the effect of several occupancy vectors applied at once; they introduce “pseudo-projective” allocation functions to deal with modulation in a general way. The method is optimal in the sense
that it finds the maximum number of linearly independent projection vectors for col59

lapsing a given array. It is not clear how storage is minimized along each dimension
of the final mapping.
We view our technique as being complementary to that of Quilleré and Rajopadhye. When the schedule is given, we believe that their method provides more powerful
storage optimization than ours. However, our work addresses a different goal: that of
adding flexibility to the scheduling process, such that some storage optimization can
precede the final choice of schedules. Integrating our approach with their framework
could provide an interesting avenue for future research.
Another related approach to storage management for parallel programs is that
of Lefebvre, Feautrier, and Cohen [3, 2, 13]. Given an affine schedule, Lefebvre and
Feautrier [13] optimize storage first by restricting the size of each array dimension
and then by combining distinct arrays via renaming. This work is extended by Cohen
and Lefebvre [3, 2] to consider storage mappings for a set of schedules, towards the
end of capturing the tradeoff between parallelism and storage.
However, these techniques utilize a storage mapping where, in an assignment, each
array dimension is indexed by a loop counter and is modulated independently (e.g.
A[i mod n][j mod m]). This is distinct from the occupancy vector mapping, where
the data space of the array is projected onto a hyperplane before modulation (if any)
is introduced. The former mapping–when applied to all valid affine schedules–does
not enable any storage reuse in Examples 2 and 3, where the AOV did. However,
with a single occupancy vector we can only reduce the dimensionality of an array by
one, whereas the other mapping can introduce constant bounds in several dimensions.
Lim et. al also address the problem of the interplay between scheduling and storage optimization [16]. Their technique encompasses affine partitioning [14], array
contraction, and generalized blocking to improve cache performance. The algorithm
works by extracting independent threads from a program, eliminating array dimensions that are not live within an individual thread, and then interleaving and blocking
certain threads to improve memory locality. In the context of phase ordering, this
approach could be seen as a sequence of schedule optimization, storage optimization,
and another round of schedule optimization (with extra storage adjustments possible
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to support blocking.) However, their array contraction is more limited than an occupancy vector transformation, as the only direction of collapse is along the original
axis of the array, and no modulation is allowed.
Pike presents a set of storage optimizations for scientific programs, including a
flexible array contraction algorithm that appears to preserve the semantics for a
range of legal execution orderings [19]. The algorithm targets array accesses that are
unimodular functions of the enclosing loop indices. Thus, no statement can write
the same element twice; however, multiple statements can write to the same array.
The algorithm attempts to generate a different array contraction for each assignment
statement, provided that each array reference has a unique source. This model of
contraction is more general than occupancy vector methods, as different parts of
the array can be collapsed to different extents. However, the program domain is
different–it is more restrictive in requiring unimodular accesses, but more general in
allowing multiple writes to the same array. A more direct comparison is difficult, as
the technique is posed algorithmically instead of in terms of the polyhedral model.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
We have presented a mathematical framework that unifies the techniques of affine
scheduling and occupancy vector analysis. Within this framework, we showed how to
determine a good storage mapping for a given schedule, a good schedule for a given
storage mapping, and a good storage mapping that is valid for all legal schedules.
Our technique is general and precise, allowing inter-statement affine dependences
and solving for the shortest occupancy vector using integer linear programming.
We consider this research to be a first step towards automating a procedure that
finds the optimal tradeoff between parallelism and storage space. This question is very
relevant in the context of array expansion, where the cost of extra array dimensions
must be weighed against the scheduling freedom that they provide. Additionally,
our framework could be applied to single-assignment functional languages where all
storage reuse must be orchestrated by the compiler. In both of these applications,
and even for compiling to uniprocessor systems, understanding the interplay between
scheduling and storage is crucial for achieving good performance.
However, since finding an exact solution for the “best” occupancy vector is a very
complex problem, our method relies on several assumptions to make the problem
tractable. We ignore the shape of the data space and assume that the shortest
occupancy vector is the best; further, we minimize the Manhattan length of the
vector, since minimizing the Euclidean length is nonlinear. Also, we restrict the
input domain to programs where 1) the data space matches the iteration space, 2)
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only one statement writes to each array, 3) the schedule is one-dimensional and affine,
and 4) there is an affine description of the dependences. It is with these qualifications
that our method finds the “best” solution.
Clearly, it would be desirable to extend our analysis to a broader domain of programs. In particular, the method would be more general if it could deal with arbitrary
affine references on the left hand side; this would not only widen the input domain, but
would allow for the reduction of multiple array dimensions via application of successive occupancy vectors. Also of primary importance is support for multi-dimensional
schedules, as there are many programs that do not admit a one-dimensional schedule.
However, all of our attempts to formulate these extensions have resulted in a set of
constraints that is non-linear. We consider it to be an open question to formulate
these problems in a linear programming framework.
In the long term, there are also other questions that one would like a framework
such as ours to answer. For instance, what is the range of schedules that is legal
for any valid occupancy vector? This would capture a notion of storage-independent
scheduling, such that one could optimize a schedule without restricting the legal
storage options. Perhaps a more natural question is to solve for a schedule that
permits the shortest possible occupancy vectors for a given program. However, even
in the case of our restricted input domain, both of these questions lead to non-linear
constraints that we cannot readily linearize via the techniques of this paper. We
consider it to be an interesting open problem to develop a framework that can answer
these questions in a practical way.
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